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ABSTRACT Time-resolved vibrational spectra are used to elucidate the structural changes in the retinal chromophore within
the K-590 intermediate that precedes the formation of the L-550 intermediate in the room-temperature (RT) bacteriorhodopsin
(BR) photocycle. Measured by picosecond time-resolved coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (PTR/CARS), these vibra-
tional data are recorded within the 750 cm-1 to 1720 cm-1 spectral region and with time delays of 50-260 ns after the RT/BR
photocycle is optically initiated by pulsed (<3 ps, 1.75 nJ) excitation. Although K-590 remains structurally unchanged
throughout the 50-ps to 1 -ns time interval, distinct structural changes do appear over the 1 -ns to 260-ns period. Specifically,
comparisons of the 50-ps PTR/CARS spectra with those recorded with time delays of 1 ns to 260 ns reveal 1) three types of
changes in the hydrogen-out-of-plane (HOOP) region: the appearance of a strong, new feature at 984 cm-1; intensity
decreases for the bands at 957 cm-1, 952 cm-1, and 939 cm-1; and small changes in intensity and/or frequency of bands
at 855 cm-1 and 805 cm-1; and 2) two types of changes in the C-C stretching region: the intensity increase in the band at
1196 cm-1 and small intensity changes and/or frequency shifts for bands at 1300 cm-1 and 1362 cm-'. No changes are
observed in the C=C stretching region, and no bands assignable to the Schiff base stretching mode (C=NH') mode are
found in any of the PTR/CARS spectra assignable to K-590. These PTR/CARS data are used, together with vibrational mode
assignments derived from previous work, to characterize the retinal structural changes in K-590 as it evolves from its 3.5-ps
formation (ps/K-590) through the nanosecond time regime (ns/K-590) that precedes the formation of L-550. The PTR/CARS
data suggest that changes in the torsional modes near the C14-C15=N bonds are directly associated with the appearance of
ns/K-590, and perhaps with the KL intermediate proposed in earlier studies. These vibrational data can be primarily
interpreted in terms of the degree of twisting of the C14-C15 retinal bond. Such twisting may be accompanied by changes in
the adjacent protein. Other smaller, but nonetheless clear, spectral changes indicate that alterations along the retinal polyene
chain also occur. The changes in the retinal structure are preliminary to the deprotonation of the Schiff base nitrogen during
the formation of M-412. The time constant for the ps/ns K-590 transformation is estimated from the amplitude change of four
vibrational bands in the HOOP region to be 40-70 ns.
INTRODUCTION
The structural changes in the retinal chromophore found in
the transmembrane protein bacteriorhodopsin (BR)
(Halobacterium salinarium) have long been associated with
the transduction and utilization of absorbed light energy for
the ATP synthesis resulting from its room-temperature (RT)
photocycle (for recent reviews see Birge, 1990; Mathies et
al., 1991; Oesterhelt et al., 1992; Rothschild, 1992; Ebrey,
1993; Krebs and Khorana, 1993; Althaus et al., 1995; Lanyi
and Vatro, 1995; Maeda, 1995). Chemically, the RT/BR
phot ,cycle functions to pump protons across the cell mem-
brane, thereby creating the chemical potential required to
energetically drive ATP synthesis (Oesterhelt and Stoeck-
enius, 1974). Optical absorption in RT/BR creates an ex-
cited electronic state population (-500 fs lifetime)
(Sharkov et al., 1985; Nuss et al., 1985; Petrich et al., 1987;
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Mathies et al., 1988; van den Berg, 1990; reviewed in
Kochendoerfer and Mathies, 1995), whereas the remainder
of the photocycle (i.e., formation of the intermediates
K-590, L-550, M-412, N-560, and 0-640) occurs on
ground-state potential surfaces. The energetic driving force
(chemical potential) for the RT/BR photocycle is derived
from changes (structural and/or electrostatic) in the retinal
chromophore, its surrounding protein environment, or both.
Spectroscopically, particular attention has been given to
changes in the retinal structure during the initial 100 ps of
the RT/BR photocycle when K-590 is present (Sharkov et
al., 1985; Nuss et al., 1985; Polland et al., 1986; Petrich et
al., 1987; Dobler et al., 1988; Doig et al., 1991; Diller et al.,
1995). The formation of K-590 is known to involve all-trans
to 1 3-cis retinal isomerization. The retinal structural
changes, as well as the changes in the surrounding protein,
that occur after K-590 formation, but before its transforma-
tion to L-550 (-1 ,us time constant) (e.g., Vairo and Lanyi,
1991; Lozier et al., 1992), however, remain only partially
understood. It is especially important to note that the dura-
tion of the optical excitation used to initiate the RT/BR
photocycle plays an important role. Ideally, excitation
should be shorter than the excited electronic-state lifetime
(i.e., <500 fs for BR) to avoid any secondary photochem-
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istry resulting from absorption by photocycle intermediates
(e.g., K-590).
Changes in K-590 during the 50-ps to 1-,ts interval of the
RT/BR photocycle have been derived from data measured
as 1) time-resolved absorption, 2) time-resolved fluores-
cence, 3) low-temperature (LT) infrared (IR), and 4) time-
resolved RT vibrational (RR and IR) data.
1. Small variations in the visible absorption spectrum
assigned to K-590 have been reported to appear in the
nanosecond time regimen (Milder and Kliger, 1988;
Shichida et al., 1983). The kinetics associated with these
absorption changes have also been measured (time con-
stants of -10 ns (Milder and Kliger, 1988) and <150 ns
(Shichida et al., 1983)). These spectroscopic and kinetic
changes have been used to identify a distinct intermediate,
termed KL. Because the excitation conditions used in these
experiments vary considerably with respect to pulsewidth (4
ns versus 25 ps) and pulse energy, however, it is difficult to
compare these results directly.
Transient absorption experiments utilizing <10-ps exci-
tation of RT/BR found neither spectroscopic nor kinetic
data with which to identify KL (Delaney et al., 1993;
Yamamoto et al., 1994). It has been suggested, therefore,
that the previously observed absorption differences may be
associated with secondary photochemistry and/or BR pho-
tocycle back-reactions that are not part of the normal
RT/BR photocycle (Delaney et al., 1993; Yamamoto et al.,
1994).
2. Picosecond time-resolved fluorescence measurements
have revealed a decrease in the relative yield of fluores-
cence in the nanosecond time regimen (time constant of 5.5
ns) (Delaney et al., 1993). These fluorescence data indicate
that the relaxation properties of the excited electronic state
populated by excitation of K-590 changes (perhaps via
altered retinal-protein interactions) within the nanosecond
interval preceding the formation of L-550 (Delaney et al.,
1993).
3. The presence of an intermediate that is vibrationally
distinct from both K-590 and L-550 at RT, as well as from
K-610 at LT, has been derived from IR absorption spectra
recorded at LT, where specific BR species are thermally
stabilized (Rothschild et al., 1985; Sasaki et al., 1993). The
vibrational spectrum of the K-610 species trapped at 77K
has been measured (e.g., Braiman and Mathies, 1982;
Rothschild and Marrero, 1982; Siebert and Mantele, 1983).
The mixture of BR photoproducts trapped at 135K contains
both K-610 and a second K-like, red-shifted species. The
two K species have been distinguished via the different
illumination conditions that drive their respective back-
reactions to reform BR-570 (Rothschild et al., 1985; Sasaki
et al., 1993). In addition, the specific bands appearing in the
980-cm-l to 990-cm-l range differ between the two K
species at RT.
4. Time-resolved vibrational spectra assignable to K-590
at RT have been measured with picosecond time resolution
(Hsieh et al., 1981, 1983; Stern and Mathies, 1985; Brack
1992; Atkinson and Ujj, 1992; Lohrmann et al., 1995;
Althaus et al., 1995; Ujj et al., 1996). Recently, picosecond
time-resolved coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectra (PTR/
CARS) from both native K-590 at RT and an isotopically
labeled (I3C14,15) K-590 at RT have been reported (Ujj et
al., 1996; Jager et al., 1996).
Time-resolved RR spectra from K-590 at RT contain
different HOOP bands. For example, the HOOP bands
found in the 13.7 ns data (Doig et al., 1991) do not appear
in the 6 ps data (Doig et al., 1991). An independent change
appears as a 3-cm-1 shift of the band assigned to the C==C
stretching mode (Doig et al., 1991). These differences have
been associated with the transformation between ps/K-590
and KL (ns/K-590) and used to derive a 70-ps rise time for
KL (Doig et al., 1991).
Time-resolved vibrational RR (Terner et al., 1979; Hsieh
et al., 1981, 1983; Smith et al., 1983; Braiman and Mathies,
1983; Braiman, 1986; Lohrmann et al., 1991, 1995; Lohr-
mann and Stockburger, 1992; Althaus et al., 1995) and IR
(Nolker et al., 1992; Sasaki et al., 1993, 1995; Weidlich and
Siebert, 1993; Hage et al. 1996) spectra from K-590 at RT
have been measured with submicrosecond time resolution.
These spectra also have been utilized to identify different
K-590 species via the appearance of a new band at 984
cm-' in the nanosecond time regime. The 984-cm-1 band
has been associated with the ps/K-590 to KL (ns/K-590)
transformation (Lohrmann et al., 1991, 1995; Lohrmann
and Stockburger, 1992; Nolker et al., 1992; Sasaki et al.,
1993, 1995; Weidlich and Siebert, 1993; Althaus et al.,
1995; Hage et al., 1996). Specifically, comparisons of RR
spectra recorded at 10 ps, 6 ns, and 2 ,us suggest the
appearance of a species within the 50-ns to 250-ns interval
(Lohrmann et al., 1995; Althaus et al., 1995). The compar-
ison of IR bands measured between 900 cm-' and 1400
cm-l and with time delays between -120 ns and 860 ns
(instrumental response time of 60 ns) give a rise time of
-10 ns (Sasaki et al., 1995). A small intensity decrease of
the 958-cm-' band also has been attributed to the appear-
ance of KL (Sasaki et al., 1995). A recent time-resolved
FTIR study presents spectra taken in the 20-ns to 940-ns
time range after laser excitation that have been described as
corresponding to a mixture of K-590 and KL (Hage et al.,
1996).
The time-resolved spectrum of L-550 at RT has been
measured in several studies using different RR methods
(e.g., Stockburger et al., 1986; Ames and Mathies, 1990)
and infrared techniques (e.g. Braiman et al., 1991; Uhmann
et al., 1991; Hessling et al., 1993).
Despite the attention given to K-590, a precise determi-
nation of the vibrational changes in K-590 at RT over the
10-ps to 1-,us time regimen has remained difficult to estab-
lish, because to do so involves the accurate, quantitative
measurements of small differences between time-resolved
vibrational spectra. The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio found in
time-resolved RR and IR data reported to date has not been
sufficiently high to quantitatively compare vibrational spec-
and Atkinson, 1989; Doig et al., 1991; Diller et al., 1991,
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delay times in the 10-ps to 260-ns time regime. The PTR/
CARS data reported here provide a unique opportunity to
obtain such high S/N vibrational data as evidenced from
recently published data from intermediates in the BR and
rhodopsin photoreactions at RT (Ujj et al., 1996; Jager et al.,
1996; Popp et al., 1996). Highly reproducible (<3% error
functions) PTR/CARS spectra are obtained with accumula-
tion times of <300 s. It is also important to note that
excitation of the RT/BR photocycle in PTR/CARS experi-
ments is achieved with a <3-ps pulse, which minimizes any
secondary photochemistry and/or back-reactions that can sig-
nificantly confuse the chemical reaction being investigated.
In this paper, PTR/CARS vibrational spectra over the
750-cm- 1 to 1720-cm- 1 range are reported for the 50-ps to
260-ns time regime of the RT/BR photocycle. Although
most of the vibrational bands assigned to K-590 at RT
remain unchanged for the 50-ps to 260-ns time range, a new
vibrational band of significant intensity appears at 984
cm-l, and at least nine other bands substantially change
either in position or intensity or both. Of these latter changes
in vibrational features, there are two types: those observable
directly from the PTR/CARS data recorded at different
times (Figs. 1 and 2) and those small enough to be observ-
able only in the quantitative subtraction of PTR/CARS that
are plotted as A(PTRICARS) (Figs. 4 and 5). In all nine
cases, these differences are significantly above the measure-
ment noise as determined by repetitive experiments. Based
on previous vibrational mode assignments of these bands in
both time-resolved (Ujj et al., 1996; Jager et al., 1996;
Weidlich and Siebert, 1993) and LT vibrational (Smith,
1985; Maeda et al., 1991) spectra, it is evident that the
retinal structure near the C4-CI==N bonds (Schiff-base
region) and along its polyene chain is altered during the
50-ps to 260-ns interval. These spectral changes may also
reflect alterations in the protein adjacent to the Schiff base
linkage. The time constant of the changes is estimated to be
40-70 ns.
EXPERIMENTAL
A detailed description of the experimental setup and of the
theoretical background for the PTRICARS measurements is
described elsewhere (Ujj et al., 1994a,b, 1996; Jager et al.,
1996). Only the actual measuring conditions used and the
basics of the data analysis are described here.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
BR is grown from a cell line of Halobacterium salinarium and purified
according to established procedures (Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius, 1974).
Instrumentation
Three dye lasers (Coherent, model 700), operating at 400-kHZ repetition
rates with separate cavity dumpers (Coherent, models 7210 and 7220), are
synchronously pumped by the second-harmonic output (527 nm) of a
mode-locked Nd:YLF laser (Coherent, Antares 76 YLF). PTR/CARS data
2.5
26 ns - 50 ps TW
850 900 950 1000 1050
Raman Shift [ cm' I
FIGURE 1 PR/CARS spectrum of BR-570 (+) and PTR/CARS spectra
of the reactive mixture comprising BR-570 and K-590, recorded with time
delays of 50 ps (0) and 26 ns (LO) for the 750 cm-' to 1050 cm-' region
(HOOP region). An offset of 0.5 is added to the vertical scale of the
PR/CARS spectrum to facilitate comparisons. Vertical arrows mark six
differences between the spectra of 50 ps and 26 ns. Four of these differ-
ences are highlighted in the inset, which has an expanded vertical scale.
Differences between two spectra (26 ns minus 50 ps) are shown as
A(PTR/CARS) at the bottom (A).
are recorded by using the pump (C)p) laser pulses to excite BR-570 and,
thereby, to initiate the BR photocycle. The two probe (w1 and (og) laser
pulses generate CARS signals at variable time delays (between 50 ps and
260 ns) from the BR-570/K-590 mixture. The experimental parameters
describing the lasers pulses are 1) Ctp: 570 nm, 0.7 mW/1.75 nJ/pulse, 3 ps
(FWHM), bandwidth 50 cm-'; 2) ": 665 nm, 0.5 mW/1.25 nJ/pulse, 7
ps (FWHM), bandwidth < 4 cm-'; and 3) os: 720 nm, 1.35 mW/3.38
nJ/pulse, 7 ps (FWHM), bandwidth 350 cm-'.
The independently controlled optical delay lines are used to determine
the timing sequence between the wp, ", and 's laser pulses over the 50-ps
to 1-ns regime. Electronic synchronization of the three separate cavity
dumpers utilized with the three dye lasers controls the pulse sequencing in
the 1-260-ns interval (via steps of 13 ns).
A reservoir of 15-20 ml of BR sample (ODsamples at 570 nm 4/cm)
is constantly illuminated with the output from a halogen lamp to ensure
complete light adaptation throughout the entire PTR/CARS measurement.
The sample is kept at a temperature of 17°C. BR is examined as a flowing
fluid jet that is pumped with a laminar speed of 15 m/s through a glass
nozzle (400-mm diameter). The laser beams are focused within the sample
jet on an area with a diameter of 20 gm. The flow rate and focusing
conditions ensure that the laser pulses always encounter a new sample
volume.
The PTR/CARS signals are detected with a triple monochromator and
a reticon multichannel array detector (EG&G/PARC, model 1420).
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FIGURE 2 PR/CARS spectrum of BR-570 (+) and PTR/CARS spectra
of the reactive mixture comprising BR-570 and K-590, recorded with time
delays of 50 ps (O) and 26 ns (LI) for the 1020cm- 'to 1420cm-' region
(C-C stretching region). An offset of 0.5 is added to the vertical scale of the
PR/CARS spectrum to facilitate comparisons. Vertical arrows mark four
differences between the spectra of 50 ps and 26 ns. The differences are
highlighted in the insets, which have expanded vertical scales. Differences
between two spectra (26 ns minus 50 ps) are shown as A(PTR/CARS) at
the bottom (A).
Before each PTR/CARS measurement, the degree of excitation in
BR-570, and thereby the relative concentration of K-590 in the flowing
sample, is measured using picosecond transient absorption (PTA). These
PTA data are collected using the same optical and sample configuration as
that used in the PTR/CARS measurements. PTA data demonstrate that
15-20% of the BR-570 is optically excited, and the degree of optical
perturbation of BR-570 caused by the two probe pulses is <1%.
The pumping and probing conditions are selected to minimize second-
ary excitation of photocycle intermediates and thereby to minimize back-
reactions and irreversible side-reactions that could alter either the spectra
or kinetics of the BR photocycle (Delaney et al., 1993; Yamamoto et al.,
1994). This phenomenon is extensively discussed earlier (Ujj et al., 1996).
At longer time delays (>100 ns), the potential for spatial mismatch of
the wi,, w", and ws beams within the flowing BR sample is considered.
Because the PTR/CARS and PTA measurements rely on exciting and
probing the same sample volume, any spatial mismatch would introduce an
erroneous change in spectral signals. The potential decrease in the K-590
concentration due to a spatial mismatch can be estimated assuming a
Gaussian intensity profile of pump and probing beams, each having a
spatial dimension (HWHM) of 10 gxm and a sample flow speed of 15 m/s.
An additional decrease in the amount of K-590 is associated with its decay
to L-550 (life-time 1I ps at RT; e.g., Vdr6 and Lanyi, 1991; Lohrmann
and Stockburger, 1992; Sasaki et al., 1993). This effect accounts for
decreases in the K-590 concentration of about 3%, 13%, and 23% at delays
of 26 ns, 130 ns, and 260 ns, respectively. Considering these values the
PTA signals monitoring the concentration of K-590 at 50Ops, 26 ns, 130 ns,
and 260 ns are used to align the pumping laser beam relative to the two
probing beams so as to minimize any spatial effect. Experimental errors in
beam alignment could maximally alter the K-590 concentration by <10%.
Procedurally, the spectrum of the reference water sample (i.e., the
nonresonant background CARS signal) is measured first. The water sample
is replaced by the light-adapted BR sample, and the PR/CARS spectrum of
BR-570 is recorded. Subsequently, the PTR/CARS data at different time
delays are measured in the order 50 ps, 1 ns, 13 ns, 260 ns, 50 ps, 26 ns,
130 ns, and 260 ns. Data taken at 50 ps and 260 ns are collected twice to
determine the stability of the system (repetitive BR-570 and water sample
data are also compared). To obtain PTRICARS spectra with sufficient S/N,
a 30-s accumulation time is typically used and repeated 10 times. The
entire series of time-delay measurements is completed in 90 min.
Theoretical
PTR/CARS data are quantitatively analyzed by third-order susceptibility
X(3 relationships. The X(3 function describing a BR sample is related
directly to the electronic and vibrational properties of its chromophoric
species (i.e., retinal). The X(3 analysis provides amplitudes, bandwidths,
and band origin positions of all vibrations that undergo the coherent
resonant anti-Stokes Raman scattering. It includes a fitting procedure of the
data that utilizes a model function derived for a sample contalning a
mixture of chromophoric BR species (Ujj et al., 1994a,b). The theoretical
background for the case of a sample contalning BR-570 and a transient
concentration of K-590 has been described previously (Ujj et al., 1996).
Because structurally distinct K-590 species have the same visible absorp-
tion maximum (Delaney et al., 1993; Yamamoto et al., 1994), only two
phase factors, one for BR-570 and one for K-590 (Ujj et al., 1996), are
included in the fitting procedure.
Each PTRCARS spectrum is normalized to the water reference signal.
Differences between two corrected PTR/CARS spectra, recorded at differ-
ent time delays, define the A(PTR/CARS) signals appearing in the figures.
A&(PTR/CARS) spectra (e.g., 1 ns minus 50 ps, 13 ns minus 50 ps, 26 ns
minus 50 ps, 130 ns minus 50 ps, and 260 ns minus 50 ps) reveal structural
changes during the transient lifetime of K-590. Theoretically, a A(PTRJ
CARS) spectrum from a mixture of different species (e.g., BR-570, ps/K-
590, nsfK-590) results in a complex signal. Thus a qualitative analysis of
A(PTR/CARS) spectra can only identify which features have changed, but
can neither eliminate the involvement of other bands (e.g., bands are
strongly overlapping) nor distinguish between changes of intensities and/or
band positions. Quantitative X(3 fits to each PTR/CARS spectrum are
made 1) to characterize which additional bands have changed as a function
of delay time and 2) to determine whether band positions, relative inten-
sities, or both have changed. The X(3 analysis specifies the changes of the
band parameters for different species of K-590 within the error limit of the
fitting procedure (<5%).
RESULTS
PR/CARS spectra from BR-570 alone (probe only data) for
three spectral regions, 750-1050 cm-' (hydrogen-out-of-
plane, HOOP), 1120-1420 cm-1 (C-C stretching), and
1420-1720 cm-' (C==:C stretching/C==NH' stretching),
are presented in Figs. 1-3. PTR/CARS data from K-590,
recorded with 50-ps and 26-ns delays, are also presented in
Figs. 1-3 for these respective spectral regions.
The differences between the two PTR/CARS spectra,
recorded at different delays (i.e., 26 ns minus 50 ps), are
shown as A(PTR/CARS) and presented on an expanded
26 ns -50 ps
. . . . . I I I I I I I I I I I I I . I I I I 1. . I I I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
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6.0 .. , .,.,., . from those recorded atI ns, 26 ns, 130 ns, and 260 ns,
respectively (Fig. 4). These /\(PTR/CARS) spectra also
5.5 - t . reveal the changes in the 935-960-cm- region, as well as
5.0 - i small features near 805 cm-' and 855 cm-'.
C-C stretching region4.0 11
A change in the 1196-cm 1 band occurring between 50 ps
- 31and 26 ns (Fig. 2) becomes unambiguous when the intensity
3.0 -j scale of the A(PTR/CARS) spectrum is expanded by a
) \ factor of 7 and the time-dependence scale is extended to 130
C2 |ns (Fig. 5). In separate experiments, the A(PTRICARS)
E2.0 spectrum is obtained by subtracting the 50-ps PTR/CARS
spectrum from 26-ns PTR/CARS data (Fig. 5). The same
change in the 1196-cm-1 band (relative to the 50ps data) is
1.0 - Jfound at 26 ns (Fig. 5). The insets in Fig. 2, as well as the
three LA(PTR/CARS) spectra (Fig. 5), establish the presence
0N 5of small intensity and wavelength changes around the 1296
I Icm- 1, 1332 cm- 1, and 1368 cm- 1 bands.
Q0.1 ..], 1 4............'..C=C stretching and Schiff base region
i0.0 It is especially revealing to note that the K-590 vibrational
spectra exhibit no significant changes in the 1420-1720-
e:S 26 ns - 50 ps
1450 1500 1550 1600 1650 1700
Raman Shift [ cm-'] +005. 1 ns-50ps
FIGURE 3 PR/CARS spectrum of BR-570 (+) and PTR/CARS spectra 00
of the reactive mixture comprising BR-570 and K-590, recorded with time
delays of 50 ps (0) and 26 ns (0) for the 1420 cm- ' to 1720 cm-' region +-.50ps
(C==C stretching and Schiff-base region). An offset of 0.5 is added to the
vertical scale of the PR/CARS spectrum to facilitate comparisons. No 0.00--
significant differences are observed between the spectra of 50 ps and 26 ns.
Vertical arrows together with respective band positions in brackets mark
the positions of major C==C stretching modes (1510cm- 'and 1524cmn-') (A~
and the position of the C=NH+ mode of the Schiff base (1620 cm '), as 0.00
reported from recent RR studies. Differences between two spectra (26 ns V .
minus 50 ps) are shown as A(PTR/CARS) at the bottom (A). 130 ns
W+-0.051 g
intensity scale at the bottom of each of these figures. Most 260 ns - 50 p
of the vibrational features in the 50-ps and 26-ns spectra are
the same, thereby indicating that major parts of the retinal
structure have not been altered over this time interval. 0 0
Distinct differences do appear, however, in the vibrational
spectrum of K-590 as the BR photocycle evolves from 50 ps
to 26 ns.
-0.20 LO LO
C* oo ' tc,4:), >
Hydrogen-out-of-plane (HOOP) region 750 800 850 900 950 1000 1050
The main 50-ps/26-ns change in the HOOP region occurs at Raman Shift [ cm- ]
984 cm- 1, where a new band appears (Fig. 1). Other
changes, between 935 cm 1 and 960 cm 1, are highlighted FIGURE 4 Difference spectra, A(PTR/CARS), recorded at different
time delays (i.e., 1 ns minus 50 ps, 26 ns minus 50 ps, 130 ns minus 50 ps,in the insets shown In Fig. 1. The time-dependent intensity and 260 ns minus 50 ps). The time-dependent increase of the band at 984
increase of the band at 984 cm l is measured in the z(PTR/ cm- 'is observed. Other changes occur in at least five additional spectral
CARS) data obtained by subtracting the spectrum of 50 ps regions and are marked by dotted vertical lines.
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FIGURE 5 Difference spectra, A(PTR/CARS), recorded at different
time delays (i.e., 26 ns minus 50 ps, and 130 ns minus 50 ps). Each
A(PTR/CARS) spectrum is obtained in a separate experiment. The main
change occurs at 1196 cm-', but smaller changes occur in at least three
additional spectral regions. The changes are marked by dotted, vertical
lines. The excellent reproducibility of these PTR/CARS data is established
in the results of the two repetitive experiments (26 ns minus 50 ps) shown
here.
cm- I region over time delays of 50 ps to 26 ns. Not only
does the major C==C stretching band at 1524 cm-' remain
unchanged, but no band(s) assignable to the C=--NH+ mode
is found (located between 1600 cm 1 and 1640 cm 1, as
reported from LT/RR (e.g., Braiman and Mathies, 1982)
and RT/RR studies in the nanosecond time regime (e.g.,
Stem and Mathies, 1985; Lohrmann et al., 1991)). Expan-
sion of the intensity scale used to display the 50-ps/26-ns
A(PTR/CARS) spectrum indicates that no changes (within a
factor of 2; S/N - 35) can reasonably be detected.
Contributions to PTR/CARS spectra from vibrational
bands assignable to the L-550 intermediate also can be
considered. Given the 1-tks time constant for the K-590 to
L-550 transformation (e.g., Va'ro' and Lanyi, 1991), <3%,
< 13%, or <23% of the total transient mixture of species
present in the BR photocycle examined at the delay of 26 ns,
130 ns, or 260 ns, respectively, can be attributed to L-550.
The blue-shifted (relative to that of K-590) L-550 absorp-
tion maximum is far from resonance with the Al (665 nm)
and A. (-615 nm) wavelengths used to measure the PTR/
I
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CARS signal, and therefore the resonance enhancement
effect associated with L-550 Raman scattering is minimal.
Indeed, no indications of any CARS signal, even from the
strong C=-C stretching features in the 1535-1555 cm-'
region (e.g., Stockburger et al., 1986; Ames and Mathies,
1990) assigned to L-550, are found in the PTR/CARS
spectra described here. The concentration change in K-590
due to its decay to L-550 is approximately the same as the
S/N ratio (-50 in the C==C stretching region) in the spec-
trum taken at 26 ns (<3%) and, therefore, is negligible.
Time-dependent changes in the K-590 concentration can be
observed, however, in PTR/CARS spectra, especially at
1510 cm-' and 1524 cm-, where the intense ethylenic
modes of K-590 are located (Ujj et al., 1996).
The time-dependent evolution of the K-590 vibrational
spectrum between 50 ps and 26 ns indicates that changes in
the vibrational structure of the retinal chromophore are
occurring. No such spectral changes arise in the picosecond
time regime.
A quantitative analysis of the X131 fit to the PTR/CARS
data can elucidate more specific changes. As shown in
previous PTR/CARS studies of BR (Ujj et al., 1994a,b), the
function describing the effor between the X131 fits and the
PTR/CARS data is <3-5%. The PTR/CARS spectrum re-
corded at 50 ps (this study) contains all of the bands recently
reported and assigned to ps/K-590 at RT (Ujj et al., 1996).
Deviations in band positions are <2 cm-' and variations in
relative amplitudes are found to be 30% at most. The largest
errors are found for strongly overlapping bands (near 950
cm-1, 1190 cm-1, and 1520 cm-') and for low-intensity
bands (S/N < 4). Recently, unambiguous X13) fit parameters
have been calculated by taking into account spectra of
ps/K-590 measured for at least five different BR-570 con-
centrations (Ujj et al., 1996). To obtain high S/N, the
PTR/CARS data reported here are recorded at high concen-
trations of the sample (ODsple(568 nm) -- 4/cm). At high
concentrations, the calculated band parameters of the X(3) flt
could be different compared to the exact values. Changes of
this type can be attributed to the nonhomogeneous spatial
population distribution over the diameter of the sample
nozzle as created by the excitation beam (400 ikm). These
changes do not effect the conclusions presented here.
Comparisons of the PTR/CARS data with previously
ublished time-resolved RR spectra assigned to K-590 arep
facilitated if the nonresonant background contribution is
quantitatively removed from the PTR/CARS data and the
vibrational bands are given as Lorentzian lineshapes (RR
spectra are described by band intensities, whereas CARS
spectra with Lorentzian lineshapes are described by band
amplitudes). The methodology for quantitatively represent-
ing the nonresonant background contribution in PTR/CARS
spectra from BR is described elsewhere (Ujj et al., 1994b),
as has been the rationale supporting the use of Lorentzian
lineshapes (Ujj et al., 1996).
PTR/CARS data from ps/K-590 (Ujj et al., 1996) without
the nonresonant background contain band positions with
effor < I cm- 1 (Fig. 6). The 50-ps/26-ns A(PTR/CARS)
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FIGURE 6 A X(3) fit to the PTR/CARS spectrum without nonresonant
backgrounds and utilizing Lorentzian lineshapes of ps/K-590 for the 760
cm-] to 1670 cm-' region. The origin positions of the vibrational bands
are indicated. The PTR/CARS spectrum of K-590 is taken from Ujj et al.
(1996).
spectra (Figs. 1-5) reveal small intensity and/or position
changes for the bands at 805 cm-' and 855 cm- 1 in the
HOOP region and at 1300 cm- 1, 1327 cm- 1, and 1362
cm-' in the C-C stretching region. Because the features
around 1296 cm-' and 1368 cm- l (Fig. 5) are broad,
additional changes at 1293 cm-1 and 1379 cm-1 cannot be
excluded. These small intensity changes are not quantita-
tively measured in the X(3) fits, because they are on the order
of the errors in the fit itself (<5%). In comparison with the
X(3) fit parameters found for the spectrum at 50 ps in the
C-C stretching region, the 26-ns spectrum can be suitably fit
only by increasing the amplitude of the 1196 cm- 1 by 13%
and increasing its frequency by <1 cm- (data not shown).
Changes in the fit parameters for the bands at 1188 cm-'
and 1206 cm-' have not been considered because of the
ambiguities in their respective fits.
PTR/CARS spectra without the nonresonant background,
over the HOOP region (920 cm-1 and 1040 cm-l), are
shown in Fig. 7 for four different time delays. Sequentially,
measurements are recorded at 50 ps, 1 ns, 13 ns, 260 ns, 50
ps, 26 ns, 130 ns, and 260 ns, with the data from 50 ps and
260 ns collected twice to determine reproducibility. These
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FIGURE 7 The X(3) fits to the PTR/CARS spectra without nonresonant
backgrounds and utilizing Lorentzian lineshapes of K-590 for the 920
cm-l to 1040 cm-1 region, as measured at four different time delays: 50
ps (-), 26 ns (A), 130 ns (C]), and 260 ns (0). An intensity increase of the
new band at 984 cm- l and an intensity decrease of the bands at 938 cm-',
952 cm- ', and 957 cm- ' are observed. The intensity of the methyl rocking
vibrations at 1012 cm-1 is not changing significantly (<5%). The inset
displays the amplitude increase of the band at 984 cm- ' at different time
delays, which is described by a single exponential, time constant of 48 +
22 ns.
spectra establish the intensity increase of a new band at 984
cm- and the intensity decrease in the bands at 938 cm-,
952 cm- , and 957 cm- . Obviously the latter bands do not
decay completely. The intensity of the methyl rocking vi-
brations at 1012 cm-1 is not changing significantly (<5%).
The time constant describing the intensity increase of the
984-cm- 1 band can be estimated (Fig. 7, inset) if its relative
intensity at different time delays is normalized relative to
the K-590 concentration (i.e., the 1-,us transformation from
K-590 to L-550 (e.g., Varo6 and Lanyi, 1991) is considered).
The intensity errors for the 1 ns, 13 ns, and 26 ns data are
derived from the <30% error in the intensities of the weaker
bands. A <20% intensity error is used for the 130 ns and
260 ns data, whereas <10% is used for the most intense
bands (S/N > 4). An additional 10% is used to reflect the
uncertainty in the alignment of the pump and probing beams
(see Experimental). For a single exponential fit with a
constant offset of zero, the weighted fit gives a life-time of
48 ± 22 ns (Fig. 7).
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In a similar way, the time constant describing the inten-
sity decrease in the bands at 938 cm-', 952 cm-, and 957
cm - ' is derived. Because they are strongly overlapping, the
relative intensities of these bands can be determined only to
within -30%. Again, an additional 10% error is included to
reflect the uncertainty in the alignment of the pump and
probing beams for 130-ns and 260-ns delays. The single
exponential decay fit (not shown), including an offset, is
30-170 ns (938 cm- '), 40-120 ns (952 cm- l), and 40-300
ns (957 cm- ), respectively.
DISCUSSION
The PTR/CARS results presented here demonstrate that a
few selected changes in the vibrational spectrum of K-590
occur between 50 ps and 260 ns and that two structurally
distinct K-590 species are present during the 50-ps to
260-ns interval in the RT/BR photocycle.
The most pronounced change is the appearance of a new
band at 984 cm- '. The result is consistent with time-
resolved vibrational studies reported earlier that show that
the 984-cm- 1 band appears in the nanosecond time regime:
RR data (Temer et al., 1979; Hsieh et al., 1981, 1983; Smith
et al., 1983; Braiman and Mathies, 1983; Braiman, 1986;
Doig et al., 1991; Lohrmann et al., 1991, 1995; Lohrmann
and Stockburger, 1992; Althaus et al., 1995) and IR absorp-
tion data (Nolker et al., 1992; Sasaki et al., 1993, 1995;
Weidlich and Siebert, 1993; Hage et al., 1996).
The nanosecond K-590 (ns/K-590) species is vibra-
tionally distinct from picosecond K-590 (ps/K-590). The
ns/K-590 species may be the same as that previously termed
KL (e.g., Sasaki et al., 1993; Weidlich and Siebert, 1993;
Lohrmann et al., 1995; Hage et al., 1996). Based on results
from earlier studies, the visible absorption changes used to
propose the existence of KL (Shichida et al., 1983; Milder
and Kliger, 1988) could not be reproduced when lower
energy, picosecond pulsed excitation is used to measure
transient absorption (Delaney et al., 1993; Yamamoto et al.,
1994). To more precisely denote the structural differences
reflected in the vibrational spectroscopy, the species de-
scribed in this work is termed ns/K-590, and not KL. The
ps/K-590 to ns/K-590 transformation emphasizes the simi-
larity to the K-590 species present in the 50-ps to 260-ns
time regime, while still noting the significant structural
differences.
Assignment of the vibrational changes
The interpretation of the vibrational changes between ps/K-
590 and ns/K-590, as monitored by PTR/CARS, depends
directly on the modes to which these specific vibrational
features are assigned. Vibrational mode assignments are
taken from several sources, including LT/RR and LT/FTIR
data of thermally stabilized BR (Smith, 1985; Maeda et al.,




The 805-cm-l band shifts to a lower frequency upon deu-
teration of the Schiff base nitrogen (Ujj et al., 1996). The
band corresponds to the 812-cm- 1 band observed in LT/RR
spectra of K-610 that has been identified as containing the
C14-HOOP vibration (Smith, 1985).
855-cm 1 band
The frequency of the 855-cm- l band decreases in D20 (Ujj
et al., 1996). LT/RR data contain a band at 868 cm- 1, which
has been assigned to the CII-CI2-HOOP vibrational mode
(Smith, 1985).
938-cm- 1 band
The frequency of the 938-cm-1 band is clearly sensitive to
the deuteration of the Schiff base nitrogen (Ujj et al., 1996).
At LT, a band at 943-cm- band appears that is sensitive to
C=NH/D deuteration and is assigned to the C I-C12-HOOP
vibrational mode.
952-cm-1 band
The 952-cm- 1 band shifts to lower frequency upon deutera-
tion of the Schiff base nitrogen (Ujj et al., 1996). This band
is not resolved in LT studies and has not yet been assigned
to a vibrational mode.
957-cm 1 band
The 957-cm-1 band has been assigned to the C15-HOOP
mode of K-610 at LT (Smith, 1985; Maeda et al., 1991).
This band does not exhibit a temperature dependence be-
cause it appears at the same position in PTR/CARS data
recorded from K-590 at RT and the LT/RR spectrum of
K-610 (Smith, 1985). It does, however, exhibit a clear
sensitivity to deuteration at the Schiff base nitrogen in the
RT/BR photocycle, as observed in the PTR/CARS data
from K-590 (Ujj et al., 1996).
984-cm 1 band
Based on time-resolved FTIR measurements (Weidlich and
Siebert, 1993), the 984-cm-1 band is also assigned to the
1991), as well as time-resolved CARS (Ujj et al., 1996;
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C,5-HOOP mode that is coupled to the NH-HOOP mode.
Retinal Structure Changes in K-590
C-C stretching region (fingerprint)
1196-cm-1 band
The 1196-cm-1 band is the strongest in the fingerprint
region (compared to the bands at 1188 cm-', 1206 cm-i,
and 1220 cm-l). These bands are all assigned to highly
mixed vibrations of C-C stretching modes (Jager et al.,
1996). The 1196-cm-l band contains significant C,4-C,5
stretching character (Jager et al., 1996), as well as some
hydrogen-in-plane rocking character (Smith, 1985).
1300-cm-1 band
This low-intensity band at 1300 cm-' is not sensitive to
deuteration of the Schiff base nitrogen (Ujj et al., 1996). The
stronger 1293-cm- l band located nearby does shift substan-
tially to lower frequency upon deuteration (Ujj et al., 1996).
The 1300-cm-1 band probably corresponds to the 1295-
cm-' band observed in LT/RR spectra that has been as-
signed to Clo-H and C1 I-H in-plane rocking vibration
(Smith, 1985).
1327-cm-1 band
The low-intensity 1327-cm-1 band is only slightly sensitive
to deuteration of the Schiff base nitrogen (Ujj et al., 1996).
It appears at the same position in LT data and has been
assigned to the C7-H in-plane rocking vibration (Smith,
1985).
1362-cm-1 band
The 1362-cm- 1 band is sensitive to deuteration of the Schiff
base nitrogen (Ujj et al., 1996). The nearby weak band at
1379 cm-' also shifts upon deuteration (Ujj et al., 1996).
The vibrational modes that change during the ps/K-590 to
ns/K-590 transition directly reflect structural alterations in
retinal chromophore. Their vibrational mode assignments
provide a detailed view of changes in the retinal structure
occurring over the 50-ps to 260-ns interval of the RT/BR
photocycle. Independently, some understanding of the chro-
mophore-protein interaction after all-trans to 13-cis isomer-
ization also can be obtained.
Comparisons with previous vibrational data
Several results from these PTR/CARS data are at variance
with previously published data:
1. The K-590 PTR/CARS spectra recorded at 50 ps and 1
ns do not contain bands near 990 cm-1, as previously
reported for time delays between 200 ps and 20 ns (Stem
and Mathies, 1985).
Analogous HOOP features have been found in the 50-ps
to 2-ns interval (Brack and Atkinson, 1989). The assign-
ment of these features near 990 cm- may involve vibra-
these RR experiments are sufficiently high to create vibra-
tionally excited, ground-state BR-570 (or perhaps K-590)
populations. Independently, assignments to vibrational
modes in other photoproducts created via secondary photo-
reaction may also be associated with the 990-cm- l features.
These 990-cm-1 features are not reported in RR data re-
corded with lower probing powers (Hsieh et al., 1981, 1983;
Lohrmann et al., 1995; Althaus et al., 1995).
2. No band assignable to the C=-NH+ stretching vibra-
tion at the Schiff base linkage is found in PTR/CARS data
recorded from either ps/K-590 or ns/K-590 (Figs. 3 and 6),
even though the respective PTR/CARS spectra are mea-
sured with excellent S/N (-50). Such a Schiff base mode is
reported to appear between 1600 cm-' and 1640 cm-' in
the LT/RR measurements of K-610 (Braiman and Mathies,
1982; Rothschild et al., 1985; Smith, 1985; Gerwert and
Siebert, 1986).
The effects of high probing power may also be associated
with the appearance of the C=NH+ stretching band near
1620 cm-' in RT/RR spectra measured in the picosecond
(Stem and Mathies, 1985) and nanosecond time regimes
(Terner et al., 1979; Lohrmann et al., 1991, 1995; Lohrmann
and Stockburger, 1992; figure 11 in Althaus et al., 1995).
Low probe power conditions may ensure that this band
appears only as a broad (>10 cm- 1), low-intensity (S/N
2) feature in picosecond (Lohrmann et al., 1995; Althaus et
al., 1995) and nanosecond RR data (figure 14 in Althaus et
al. 1995). The 1620-cm-1 band could not be identified in
nanosecond FTIR data obtained under low power conditions
(Weidlich and Siebert, 1993). The PTR/CARS data pre-
sented here do not rule out the existence of such a small,
spectrally broad feature.
3. PTR/CARS data indicate that no changes occur in the
ethylenic mode frequencies (1500-1550 cm-1) from 50 ps
to 100 ns during the presence of ps/ns K-590 and before the
appearance of L-550 (Fig. 3). A 12-cm'1 increase in eth-
ylenic frequency, reported from RT/RR data recorded at 200
ps and 20 ns (Stem and Mathies, 1985), is not observed in
the PTR/CARS data described here. Differences in probe
laser power may underlie the observed frequency shift. The
influence of the probe power on the shape and position of
bands also has been demonstrated for the ethylenic modes in
PTR/CARS data (Atkinson et al., 1994).
By contrast, a 4-cm-1 increase in the frequency of the
ethylenic mode occurs with a time constant of 40-100 ps
(Doig et al., 1991). Analogously, the bandwidth of a broad
feature in the HOOP region between 950 cm-' and 1000
cm-l increases with a time constant of 10-40 ps (reported
from RR data obtained under low power conditions; Doig et
al., 1991). These changes have been attributed to the K-590
to KL transition occurring between 20 and 100 ps (Doig et
al., 1991). Possibly the changes arise with a faster time
constant than 50 ps. In this case, they could reflect different
processes. Intensity changes in vibrational bands within the
initial 20 ps of the start of the BR photocycle (i.e., during
K-590 formation) have been observed (Stem and Mathies,
1985; Atkinson et al., 1989; Atkinson, 1990; Brack and
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tionally excited species because the probing powers used in
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Atkinson, 1991; Doig et al., 1991; Diller et al., 1995) and
have been interpreted as the J-625 to ps/K-590 transition
(Stem and Mathies, 1985; Atkinson et al., 1989; Doig et al.,
1991; Diller et al., 1995) and vibrational cooling within the
ground state of BR-570 and ps/K-590 (Atkinson, 1990;
Brack and Atkinson, 1991; Blanchard et al., 1991).
Rise time of ns/K-590
The time constant describing the transition of ps/K-590 to
ns/K-590 can be estimated from the amplitude increase of
the band at 984 cm-1 and the amplitude decrease of the
bands at 938 cm-', 952 cm- , and 957 cm-1 to be 40-70
ns. This approximation assumes that the same process un-
derlies the changes of all four bands, and that only a single
exponential is present. The time constant for the decay of
K-590 to L-550 is known to be - 1,ps (e.g., Vairo and Lanyi,
1991). A reaction sequence for the BR photocycle (re-
viewed by Lanyi and Varo, 1995) also contains the back-
reaction from L-550 to ns/K-590 (KL) (Vairo and Lanyi,
1991; Sasaki et al., 1993; Weidlich and Siebert, 1993). The
simplest reaction scheme involving ps/K-590, ns/K-590,
and L-550, therefore, can be described:
(i) ps/K-590 => ns/K-590 X L-550 ...
No data presented here require the inclusion of a back-
reaction from ns/K-590 to ps/K-590 in a sequential scheme
or a branching process in the nanosecond time regime that
leads to parallel photocycles as well as the presence of
different species of BR-570. The existence of parallel pho-
tocycles has been proposed previously (Hanamoto et al.,
1984; Dancshazy et al., 1988; Bitting et al., 1990; Birge,
1990; Eisfeld et al., 1993).
The time constants describing the amplitude decrease of
the bands at 938 cm-, 952 cm-1, and 957 cm-1 appear to
be somewhat longer compared to that of the 984-cm-1 band
(i.e., 48 ± 22 ns). The longest, but least reliable, time
constant is observed for the amplitude changes in the band
at 957 cm-' (40-300 ns). Because the errors associated
with these values overlap, these differences are not signif-
icant and the intensity changes probably reflect the same
structural alteration within the retinal. These PTR/CARS
data do not support the possibility that structural changes in
retinal occur on different time scales and, therefore, that
more than one ns/K-590 intermediate is present.
Four other values for the time constant describing the
ps/ns K-590 transformation have been proposed from vibra-
tional measurements.
1. A time constant in the range of 50-250 ns has been
reported from the comparison of RR spectra at 10 ps, 6 ns,
and 2 ,us (Lohrmann et al., 1995; Althaus et al., 1995). This
range is in reasonable agreement with the 40-70-ns time
constant found in this work.
2. A value of 10 ns has been derived from time-resolved,
dispersive IR spectroscopy and a single-value decomposi-
response time in that study is 60 ns, an erroneous estimation
of the ns/K-590 (KL) rise time may have been made.
3. From step-scan FTIR spectra, a 400-ns rise time has
been attributed to movements of Asp-96 and Asp-1 15, and
a 2-,us decay time has been correlated to changes close to
the Schiff-base. In addition, a time constant of 20 ns has
been reported and assigned to motion near Asp-1 15 (Hage
et al., 1996). This latter time constant is hydration depen-
dent.
4. A process occurring with a time constant of 5.5 ns has
been revealed by picosecond time-resolved fluorescence
measurements (Delaney et al., 1993). The decrease in the
relative yield of fluorescence shows that the population of
the excited electronic state created by optical excitation of
K-590 decreases with a 5.5-ns time constant. Because these
fluorescence data monitor an excited electronic state pro-
cess, it is not anticipated that an analogous time constant is
to be found from PTR/CARS measurements that monitor
the ground electronic state. The excited electronic state
relaxation apparently precedes the ps/ns K-590 transforma-
tion described here.
Structural alteration of retinal during the ps/ns
K-590 transformation
The changes in the vibrational degrees of freedom during
the ps/ns K-590 transformation directly reflect movements
of the chromophore after its principal all-trans to 13-cis
isomerization. Many of these bands either are assigned to
modes close to the Schiff base nitrogen (i.e., 805 cm- 1, 957
cm-I, 984 cm-') or are sensitive to Schiff base nitrogen
deuteration (i.e., 952 cm-' and 1362 cm-'), thus also
indicating modes close to the Schiff base. That is also valid
for the vibrational modes assignable to the bands at 1293
cm-l and 1379 cm-', the involvement of which in the ps/ns
K-590 transformation is unclear. The structural changes in
the retinal chromophore occurring in the nanosecond time
regime are essentially located in the Schiff base region.
Additionally, smaller alterations occur that involve the
middle of the retinal chain near the CI 1==C12 double bond
(CH1 12-HOOP modes at 855 cm-' and 938 cm-') and that
part near the 3-ionone ring (C7 in-plane rocking mode at
1327 cm- 1). The band at 1300 cm-l has not been assigned,
but because this band is not sensitive to deuteration of the
Schiff base nitrogen, its involvement in the transformation
supports the presence of alterations of the retinal other than
in the Schiff base region. Changes in fingerprint bands (i.e.,
C-C stretching modes at 1196 cm-') cannot be correlated
with a localized movement of the chromophore because of
the highly coupled character of the C-C stretching modes
themselves (bands at 1196 cm-', 1188 cm-', and 1206
cm-') (Jager et al., 1996). It is likely that these changes
reflect global alterations along the whole polyene chain.
The general structure of the retinal in ps/K-590 is well
tion analysis (Sasaki et al., 1995). Because the instrumental
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known from vibrational spectroscopy. Its principal geome-
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try is the 13-cis configuration (e.g., Dobler et al., 1988;
Mathies et al., 1988; Kandori et al., 1993). The geometry of
ps/K-590, however, is not planar, but highly twisted along
the polyene chain (Hsieh et al., 1981, 1983; Stern and
Mathies, 1985; Brack and Atkinson, 1989; Doig et al., 1991;
Lohrmann et al., 1995; Althaus et al., 1995; Ujj et al., 1996).
The precise configuration at the C14-C15 bond remains
under investigation (e.g., Schulten and Tavan, 1978; Ger-
wert and Siebert, 1986; Smith et al., 1986; Grossjean et al.,
1990; Xu et al., 1996; Jager et al., 1996).
Because the intensities of HOOP modes are directly
related to the degree of torsional twisting around specific
bonds (Fahmy et al., 1989; Curry et al., 1985), the intensity
of bands assigned to these modes provides a detailed view
of the out-of-plane retinal motion. The decrease in the
Cl l-C12-HOOP mode (938 cm-') indicates that ns/K-590 is
less twisted in the central C==C-C region than in ps/K-590.
The appearance of a new, strong 15-HOOP mode (984
cm-'), together with the intensity decrease in the structur-
ally related mode at 957 cm- l, indicates that large structural
rearrangements occur in the terminal part of the retinal near
its Schiff base linkage to the protein.
The changes in the chromophore motion during the ps/ns
K-590 transformation also reflect modifications in the reti-
nal/protein interaction and/or alterations in the adjacent
protein environment. A simple picture describes the trans-
formation as a relaxation process of the retinal. This process
would represent the completion of all-trans to 13-cis
isomerization, which is sterically restricted within the phys-
ical constraints of the retinal binding pocket. Conceptually,
the relaxation may be paralleled by slight movements of
specific amino acid side chains close to the retinal. Alter-
natively, the retinal chromophore motions may be driven by
conformational changes in the protein environment. In both
cases, changes in the protein environment would occur more
slowly than the all-trans to 13-cis isomerization within the
chromophore. Protein alterations have been found to appear
during the initial picosecond interval of the RT/BR photo-
cycle (Diller et al., 1991, 1995). The protein conformation
itself remains unchanged between 10 ps and 14 ns (Diller et
al., 1992), thereby indicating the absence of larger protein
alterations during the lifetime of ps/K-590. Protein alter-
ations may be involved in the ps/ns K-590 transformation,
but remain to be characterized.
In the ns/K-590 (KL) to L-550 transition, protein struc-
tural changes are accompanied by a further relaxation of the
retinal structure along its whole chain, except for its highly
twisted geometry near the Schiff base linkage (Fahmy et al.,
1991; Weidlich and Siebert, 1993). These processes are
thought to obtain the prerequisite geometrical and electro-
static driving forces from within the retinal structure itself
and from the steric and electrostatic interactions between
retinal and the adjacent protein that are associated with
deprotonation of the Schiff base during the L-550 to M-412
transition.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This study reveals the existence of a ps/K-590 to ns/K-590
transformation that involves structural changes in the retinal
chromophore of BR with a time constant of 40-70 ns
(17'C). No retinal structural changes occur over the 50-ps to
1-ns time regime. Whereas the whole retinal is involved in
this transformation, the primary changes are located in the
terminal part of the retinal near the Schiff base linkage. An
especially strong twist of the CW4-C15 bond is accompanied
by a more planar geometry in the middle part of the retinal
polyene chain near the C I=C,2 bond, and a slightly
changed geometry in that part near the f3-ionone ring. Al-
terations of the adjacent protein environment may be in-
cluded in the transformation, but the involvement of spe-
cific amino acids remains to be identified.
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